
Fat Biking in Finland

Take on the wilderness in the incredible Finnish

Taiga, cycling through forests, along frozen lakes

towards spectacular, snow-covered horizons on fat

bikes. These are mountain bikes on steroids, fitted

out with chunky, extra grip tires allowing you to

ride through the snow like never before!

8 days/7 nights

ITINERARY

Day 1: Basecamp Oulanka

Start at Basecamp Oulanka for the first briefing and to visit the kit room to collect all the clothing needed for a week

of fat biking in arctic conditions. Depending on the arrival time you may have dinner here or later when you arrive at

the Logging Lodge in Oulanka National Park.

Take on the wilderness in an entirely new way on this new fat biking trip. This is mountain biking turned up to the max

– chunky, extra grip tyres allow you to ride your bike through the snow like never before. You’ll be out on the

incredible Finnish taiga, cycling through primordial forests, along frozen lakes and towards spectacular snow-covered

horizons. Pre-prepared tracks in the snow allow you to ride with relative ease, whilst seeing the best of arctic Finland

from the saddle. As if that isn’t enough, you’ll stay in remote wilderness cabins with traditional saunas and authentic

cuisine to keep you cosy when the daylight fades, and if you’re lucky, the chance to watch the dance of the Northern

Lights. This is the ultimate win

Meals: D

Day 2: Wilderness Skills Session

In the morning you are provided with your bike for a week spent in arctic conditions. You will spend the day not far

from the Logging Lodge, firstly with an introduction to fat biking and wilderness skills in the forest or in a larger

clearing on the edge of the forest. In summer this is used as a gravel pit, and whilst that may not sound hugely

appealing, a healthy dose of snow in winter turns it into a wide open area with a few ups and downs, perfect for easing

back into the swing of things. Lunch today is taken back at the Logging Lodge. The aim is to have a few hours practice

in both the morning and afternoon.

Meals: B, L, D

Day 3: Wilderness Lodge

In the morning you will be given a drysack (max. 6kg) to pack up all the equipment, clothes and essentials youe might

need for the next two nights. The drysacks will then be taken on to the Russian End cabin via snowmobile, meaning

you only need to carry the items for that day’s ride. Once packed you get on the bike and ride east following the

River Oulanka where there are some small ascents and fun descents. After your break you will have a short ride to the

Russia border. You will follow this all the way to the cabin which is situated on the River Oulanka. Once at the Russian

End cabin you will have a hot lunch and some free time to enjoy the sauna, go for a walk to the river or head out on a

self-guided ride.

Meals: B, L, D

Day 4: Russian Border & Lake Paanjärvi

After breakfast, you have a loop ride south following the River Oulanka and the Russian/Finnish border to the beautiful

viewpoint which overlooks Lake Paanajärvi on the Russian side, a wonderful spot from which to admire the natural



surroundings. Your ride back takes you through forest inhabited by elk so there is a high chance of seeing one. In the

evening you can relax in the traditional Finnish sauna and head out to the frozen river for an amazing view of the night

sky.

Meals: B, L, D

Day 5: Ride back to the Logging Lodge

Today you pack up your kit for the return journey to the Logging Lodge, you will ride through the biggest area in

Europe that has been destructed by elk. You will then stop at the reindeer roundup before rejoining the same route as

day three in reverse. Once back at the Logging Lodge you will have lunch followed by a free afternoon for relaxing in

the sauna or heading out on a self-guided ride.

Meals: B, L, D

Day 6: Free Day

Free day to enjoy a variety of optional activities on offer today including unguided snowshoeing. An introduction to

snowshoeing is required if you wish to do this today to explain how to use the equipment (if you do night

snowshoeing earlier on in the week that will serve as your introduction). Alternatively, we can transfer to Basecamp

Oulanka and pick from a number of activities. One option is to take an organized day trip from Basecamp to Ruka,

where you can try your hand at snowmobiling or downhill skiing.

Meals: B, L, D

Day 7: Juhtivaara Fell

Today we set off into the wilderness for our longest day of the trip. Our route starts by heading north on forest tracks

following a trail beneath the Juhtivaara fell. There are some undulations on this route and a few short sections which

you may need to push the bike up, though the descents make this effort well worthwhile! We explore the habitat of

the Wolverine and Golden Eagle; if we are lucky we might even spot one. We have lunch along the way on the trail.

Then we ride back to the Logging Lodge for an outdoor dinner and time for a final sauna.

Meals: B, L, D

Day 8: Departure

This trip ends today at the Logging Lodge.

Meals: B

Details

Group Size:

Min. 6 – Max. 16

2021 Departures:

January-March

2020 Pricing:

From CA$3,149 – twin

From CA$3,377 – single

Prices are “starting from” rates, shown in CA$, per person based on two people sharing a twin room and one person in

a single room. Contact us for available dates and prices.

Trip Code:

009390 - W20

INCLUDED

• Five nights accommodation at the wilderness lodge and two nights at a simple lodge with shared facilities

• Meals as outlined in itinerary: B-Breakfast L-Lunch D-Dinner

• Fat bike rental

• Instruction on riding a fat bike

• Local tour leaders throughout

NOT INCLUDED

• Flights to/from Finland

• Transfers from airport and return

• Optional Tours

• Tour leader gratuities

• Travel insurance

• Items of a personal nature

TOUR NOTES



This tour requires a moderate amount of fitness and an interest in remote or challenging environments. Some previous

cycling experience is required for this trip.

Disclaimer: We do our utmost to ensure that information posted on our website is correct at the time of publication,

however trip details are subject to change without notice by the suppliers and operators involved. We update the

information as soon as possible when changes are advised to us, however, we cannot assume responsibility for such

changes made by the suppliers and operators.

ROUTE MAP

Contact

Winnipeg

164 Marion Street

Winnipeg, MB, Canada

R2H 0T4

Phone: 204.949.0199

Fax: 204.949.0188

Toll Free: 800.661.3830

Edmonton

(formerly Butte Travel Service)

11733 95th St. NW

Edmonton, AB, Canada

T5G 1M1

Phone: 780.477.3561

Fax: 780.477.9871

Toll Free: 800.661.8906
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